Most natural actions are accomplished with a seamless combination of individual movements. Such coordination poses a problem: How does the motor system orchestrate multiple movements to produce a single goal-directed action? The results from current experiments suggest one possible solution. Oculomotor neurons in the superior colliculus of a primate responded to mismatches between eye and target positions, even when the animal made two different types of eye movements. This neuronal activity therefore does not appear to convey a command for a specific type of eye movement but instead encodes an error signal that could be used by multiple movements. The use of shared inputs is one possible strategy for ensuring that different movements share a common goal.
Distinct sensory and motor functions are localized in different regions of the brain. In the visual system, for example, attributes such as form and motion may be processed in largely separate areas (1) . However, it is not known how the results of such specialized processing are combined to produce a single coherent percept, an issue that is often referred to as the "binding problem" (2) . A similar question applies to motor systems, because most actions, despite their unitary appearance, are composed of multiple movements, each controlled by different brain regions. For example, when we visually search the contents of a room, we use a combination of saccadic and pursuit eye movements, interspersed with periods of fixation. The individual movements are quite distinct: Saccades are brief high-velocity movements that interrupt fixation and abruptly reorient the eyes toward eccentric visual targets, whereas pursuit is a continuous slow movement that smoothly rotates the eyes to maintain alignment with moving targets. These movements are also mediated by largely distinct neuroanatomical pathways (3) . The anatomical pathways underlying saccades and fixation include such cortical regions as the lateral intraparietal sulcus and the frontal eye fields and such subcortical regions as the superior colliculus and brainstem reticular formation. In contrast, the pathways underlying pursuit include such cortical regions as the middle temporal area and medial superior temporal sulcus and such subcortical regions as the basilar pons and cerebellum. What enables these different oculomotor subsystems to interact harmoniously, despite this modular design? One possibility is that they overlap at early stages of movement preparation. For example, the visual capture of a single target with different types of eye movements would be facilitated if they shared a mechanism for target selection. Indeed, recent behavioral experiments have suggested that there are common inputs for triggering the onset of saccades and pursuit (4) . The data from our present study provide evidence for overlap in the underlying neural pathways.
Our experiments focused on the superior colliculus (SC) of primates, a laminated midbrain structure known to be important for the generation of saccadic eye movements (5) . The superficial layers of the SC contain visually responsive neurons that form a retinotopic map of visual space, whereas the deeper layers contain saccade-related neurons that form a corresponding motor map. In most of this motor map, neurons in the intermediate and deep layers increase their firing rate before, or burst during, saccades of a particular direction and amplitude. However, in the portion of the map corresponding to the fovea, located at the rostral end of the SC, neurons are tonically active during periods of steady fixation and decrease their firing rate for most saccades. Accordingly, these neurons have been referred to as "fixation cells" in the cat (6) and monkey (7) and are believed to be important for determining when saccades are initiated. We now show that these neurons report mismatches between eye and target positions as do neurons elsewhere in the SC motor map. Furthermore, they are also modulated by the small mismatches that occur during pursuit eye movements. Together, these two results suggest that SC neurons might encode a more general form of motor error rather than commands for specific movements.
We first show that neurons in the rostral SC were tuned for small mismatches between eye and target positions during fixation, mismatches that are often referred to as "saccadic motor errors." While we were recording from single neurons in the rostral SC (8), we stepped a stationary and fixated target spot unexpectedly to eccentric locations along the horizontal meridian. Such steps caused changes in the firing rate that began 50 to 70 ms after the target displacement and often resulted in small corrective saccades. The average firing rate measured in the interval after the transient visual response but before the saccade-related activity is shown for one neuron in Fig. 1A (9). As indicated by the solid line, the neuron showed an increase in activity for contralateral steps less than 2°(with a peak at ϳ0.5°), with reduced activity at all flanking locations (the horizontal dashed line indicates the firing rate with zero motor error). The superimposed dotted line shows the frequency with which each amplitude of target step elicited saccades: The dip around zero indicates that small steps usually did not elicit saccades. This "dead zone" for saccades is noteworthy, because the firing rate of this neuron was strongly modulated by small (0.2°to 0.4°) contraversive and ipsiversive steps, even though these displacements resulted in maintained fixation. However, steps that were just slightly larger (0.5°to 1.0°) produced similar changes in the firing rate but almost always elicited saccades. The firing rate of this neuron was therefore not predictive of whether a saccade would be made, but it was tuned for a particular range of saccadic motor errors.
Other neurons in the rostral SC were likewise tuned for mismatches between eye and target positions, but not necessarily for the same range of step sizes. For example, the graph in Fig. 1B shows tuning curves for four neurons: the same neuron as in Fig. 1A plus three additional neurons. As suggested by these curves, the population of neurons encoded a range of saccadic motor errors around the fovea: The peaks of the tuning curves ranged from 3.2°contralateral to 0.4°i psilateral (mean, 0.99°contralateral; n ϭ 20), with the majority (75%) located on the contralateral side. Neurons in the rostral SC therefore do not appear to constitute a separate group but form a continuum with saccade-related neurons in the caudal SC, differing only in the range of saccadic motor errors that they represent (7). The apparent functional differences between fixation-related and saccade-related neurons may result not from membership in different oculomotor subsystems but from the contrasting relevance of small and large errors to the two forms of eye movement control.
The modulation in firing rate was not simply a visual response because, as shown in previous studies (7), these neurons continued to fire as the monkey maintained fixation even after the visual stimulus was extinguished. For example, the circles in Fig. 1C plot the average firing rate of neuron 1 during short (73-to 230-ms) saccade-free intervals after the target was extinguished. The average firing rate during these intervals (46 spikes/s, shown by the dashed line in Fig.  1C) was not much different from that observed during fixation of a visible target (49 spikes/s, shown by the dashed line in Fig.  1A ). Of the neurons tested (n ϭ 19), most maintained or even increased their firing rate during fixation in the absence of a visual stimulus, compared to the firing rate obtained during fixation of a stationary target (average, 133%; range, 57 to 434%). While we were recording from some neurons, we also found that the changes in the firing rate appeared to be related to the variation in eye position after the target was extinguished. The importance of this correlation is that eye position may be related to the motor error associated with the invisible target. As shown in Fig. 1C (gray curve) for neuron 1, the data obtained in the absence of a visible target (circles) displayed a trend that paralleled the tuning curve determined with small target steps (as in Fig. 1A ). This correspondence suggests that the tuning of the neuron may reflect an internal estimate of the target location (10). We next show that the same neurons in the rostral SC were also modulated by the small mismatches between target and eye positions that occurred during pursuit eye movements. Results from neuron 1 are shown in Fig. 2 . Consistent with its activity during zero error (Fig. 1) , the firing rate of this neuron was 36 to 52 spikes/s (horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 2, A and B) during the period of steady fixation when the target was stationary. When the target (T) moved at a constant speed toward the ipsilateral side ( Fig. 2A) , the firing rate decreased approximately 70 to 80 ms after the onset of target motion, around the onset of the pursuit eye movement (E, the superimposed eye position traces from each trial, and E, the average eye velocity across all trials), as indicated by the vertical line. When the target moved toward the contralateral side (Fig. 2B) , the firing rate increased around the onset of pursuit. After the initial changes during the onset of pursuit, the firing rate tended to recover by the end of the trial as the eyes more closely matched the movement of the target (Fig.  2, A and B) . As summarized in Table 1 , the effects displayed by this neuron were representative of our sample. For ipsiversive pursuit, 71% (22 of 31) showed significant changes in the firing rate during the onset Fig. 1) shown during pursuit directed toward the ipsilateral (ipsi) (A) or contralateral (contra) (B) side. Within each panel, the stack of records shows the target position (T ), the superimposed eye position traces from each trial (E), the average eye velocity across all trials ( E), a raster display of the neuronal responses, and the average firing rate (FR) shown as a spike density function (using a Gaussian curve with ϭ 10 ms). Records are aligned on the onset of target motion (10°/s ramp), which is defined as time zero; vertical lines indicate the onset of pursuit. (C) The firing rate of neuron 1 recorded during pursuit as a function of the motor error 70 ms before. Different line types plot the firing rates during ipsiversive (solid line) and contraversive (dashed line) pursuit. Filled and open circles indicate the start of the two curves, corresponding to the firing rate at 70 ms after the onset of target motion. Arrows placed along the curves indicate increasing time. For clarity, arrows are placed only on data from the first half of the trial, when the motor error was increasing. The gray curve is as in Fig. 1C .
SCIENCE ⅐ VOL. 276 ⅐ 13 JUNE 1997 ⅐ www.sciencemag.org of pursuit; all of these changes were decreases. For contraversive pursuit, 74% (23 of 31) showed significant changes in the firing rate: of these, 70% (16 of 23) showed an increase, like the neuron shown in Fig. 2B , whereas 30% (7 of 23) showed a decrease (11).
To test whether the changes in the firing rate observed during pursuit were related to the position errors that occurred during tracking, we plotted the same data as a function of motor error rather than as a function of time. We first determined the motor error as a function of time by subtracting eye position from target position. We then plotted the firing rate of the neuron as a function of the motor error one visual latency ago (70 ms) for both directions of pursuit (12). The resulting functions are shown by the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 2C . When the target first began to move toward the ipsilateral side (indicated by the filled circles in Fig. 2 , A and C), the eyes were stationary; consequently, the firing rate of the neuron dropped as the motor error became progressively more ipsilateral. Once the eyes began to move, the firing rate returned toward its resting rate as the motor error was reduced. Conversely, when the target moved toward the contralateral side (open circles in Fig. 2 , B and C), the firing rate increased as the motor error initially increased but later approached its baseline as the contralateral motor error decreased.
Finally, we compared the data obtained during pursuit with the tuning observed with small target steps. As shown in Fig. 2C by the superimposed gray curve (copied from Fig. 1C ), the changes in the firing rate observed during pursuit showed a close correspondence to the tuning for the saccadic motor error. We assessed the degree of similarity between the two sets of data by performing a 2 test (13); the resulting Q score was 0.99, which indicated that there was a 99% probability that the differences between the two sets of data were due to chance. For our sample of 20 neurons tested with both pursuit and steps, the average Q score was 0.819 (range, 0.33 to 0.99), and 11 neurons (55%) had Q scores greater than 0.98. Thus, for the majority of neurons, the firing rate during pursuit eye movements displayed a dependence on motor error that was not different from that observed with small target steps imposed during fixation.
These results indicate that the firing rate of these neurons in the rostral SC is related to small mismatches between eye position and target position, regardless of whether these errors are associated with a subsequent saccadic or pursuit eye movement or no eye movement. These findings simplify the interpretation of this class of movement-related neurons in the SC, because they argue that there are no fundamental differences between "buildup cells" in the caudal SC and "fixation cells" in the rostral SC; both are tuned for particular, albeit different, amplitudes of motor error. More generally, these findings warrant reconsideration of how these neurons participate in movement preparation. Previous studies have considered the encoding of motor error in the SC to be synonymous with the preparation of a saccade to that location (5) . Although this may be true in most of the SC, a peculiar aspect of neurons in the rostral SC is that they encode small motor errors that can be either left unresolved or corrected with small saccades or pursuit. Although the modulation in activity that we observed during fixation and pursuit might reflect the planning of saccades that do not get executed, an alternative possibility is that these neurons are not obligatorily linked to a particular motor output but lie upstream from or are part of the sites that determine how and whether to accomplish the movement. At the extreme, our results, together with reports of SC neurons active during head movements (14) and even arm movements (15), raise the possibility that these neurons encode a more general form of motor error that influences these other movements. The availability of such common error signals could provide a means for maintaining unity across the multiple movements that compose most actions. Table 1 . Summary of neurons recorded during pursuit eye movements. Changes in firing rate during the onset of pursuit were assessed by comparison of the average firing rates in two intervals: (i) 0 to 100 ms after the onset of target motion (baseline) and (ii) 0 to 100 ms after the onset of eye motion (initiation). Numbers in table indicate the percentage of total neurons (n ϭ 31) showing a significant increase or decrease or no change in firing rate between these two intervals (P Ͻ 0.05, t test). 
